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The Challenge
Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT),
one of the world’s leading business
travel management companies, faced
an enormous challenge handling the
growing travel demands of one of 
its major corporate clients, Nortel
Networks. In early 2000, when
CWT’s mandate was expanded to
include some 50,000 Nortel employ-
ees across Canada, the U.S., the
Caribbean and Latin America, it
became clear that the company’s
existing call center in Ottawa would
not be able to cope with the antici-
pated leap in call volumes. 

The Solution
CWT implemented a contact center
supported by Symposium* Call Center
Server, deploying state-of-the-art
skillset routing to ensure that every
travel request reached the agent best
equipped to handle it. Call center
managers now have the tools to add
agents and define skillsets quickly
and effectively, keeping pace with
surging demand. Skillset routing 
has halved average call duration and
significantly reduced the number 
of calls that need to be transferred
within the Ottawa center. 

A New Departure
Carlson Wagonlit Travel, a worldwide leader in business travel 

management, deploys a comprehensive Symposium solution to create 

a dedicated contact center for one of its major corporate customers



The Details
Call volumes at CWT’s Ottawa 
contact center proved to be greater
than anyone could have anticipated.
During the early days of operation in
May 2000, managers had expected
an average of 2,600 calls daily; in
fact, the center received more than
6,000 calls each day. Within three
months, the center saw its volume 
of business grow almost sevenfold.

To meet this unprecedented demand,
CWT hired and trained 120 new
agents, increasing the total Ottawa
contact center staff to 275, including
management. Taking advantage of
the flexible Symposium Call Center
Server software, CWT managers
defined 22 agent skillsets keyed to
the specific needs of clients. 

Symposium Call Center Server can
distinguish, for example, agents most
familiar with the heavily traveled
Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal corridor;
or those whose skills extend to all
North American reservations; or
others who can handle international
reservations, or special services such
as corporate relocations. 

Refined skillset definitions isolate
agents with expertise in, for instance, 
domestic travel (U.S. and Canada),
international travel, French-language
service, relocations, VIP services, and
so on. Within each skillset, agents
are further categorized in advanced,
intermediate and junior levels.

Calls to the Ottawa center can also
be redirected, based on skillsets, to
other CWT centers in Montreal and
Vancouver. Using the Remote Office
9150, an advanced VoIP (Voice over
Internet Protocol) solution from
Nortel Networks, these remote sites
are integrated into the Ottawa center
as if they were in the same building. 
Calls are routed cost-effectively over
the IP network as packet-switched
data; to safeguard voice quality, the
Remote Office 9150 monitors the 

network and, if necessary, can shift
dynamically to circuit-switched 
connections and maintain the call. 

The Ottawa contact center operates
weekdays, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
After hours, calls are flowed to the
CWT center in Moncton, delivering
seamless round-the-clock service. 

“This is one of the largest customer-
care centers in North America, and
certainly the most sophisticated,”
says Reinhard Pees, Director, Global
Information Technology, for CWT. 
“Our end-to-end customer service
solution takes each call from the
Meridian 1, via Symposium Call
Center Server, to the best available
skillsets. The technology has the
potential to become as complicated
as you want, yet stays as simple as
you need it to be.”

Travelers dialing in to the contact
center use touchtone commands 
(in response to a Meridian Mail
voice menu) to choose Canada,
U.S. or international travel, or other 
services. The “smart” skillset-based
routing supported by Symposium
Call Center Server then connects 
the caller to the most appropriate
agent, who can quickly retrieve the
employee’s corporate profile and 
previous travel information from 
a customized database.

To further improve service, the
Ottawa center is moving to full
computer-telephony integration
(CTI), with Symposium Agent
enabling simultaneous screen pops
of essential customer information
for each incoming call. 

In the new CTI scenario, as soon as
a call is answered, the agent will
receive a screen pop of information
integrating the caller’s corporate data
(office phone number, address for
ticket delivery) with CWT’s transac-
tion records and customer profiles.

Delivering the Best Service
“Nortel Networks people are, quite under-
standably, our most demanding travelers,”
says Robin Schleien, President of CWT North
America and Global COO for Digital Business.
“As their organization grows, there are more
people under pressure to get on the road and
bring their businesses together, creating share-
holder value. Our role is to deliver the best
possible service and make sure the logistics 
of getting there are not a hurdle. Symposium
Call Center Server is helping to facilitate our
goal of ‘nearly invisible’ service.”

Getting the Right Help
“Our main priority is to service our customer
base in a consistent fashion, with the right
resources delivered at the right time,” explains
Reinhard Pees, Director, Global Information
Technology, CWT. “With Symposium skill-
based routing, our callers get the services they
want right away.” 

Saving Time and Money
“The greatest value of Symposium Call
Center Server is efficiency,” says Pees. “That’s
what a call center operation needs, and that’s
what travelers are looking for. They don’t want
to push 15 buttons to get what they need.
The system helps save both time and money.”

A Full CTI Solution 
“When a customer calls in, he or she will key
in a personal identification number,” adds
Pees. “The TAPI server recognizes it and
retrieves the relevant information. The next
step is to deploy Symposium Agent to deliver
full-screen pops of customer and transaction
information automatically with each call.”

Easy as Windows
“The system’s familiar Windows* GUI and
management-information tools makes it very
easy to use,” says Pees. “Supervisors can
rearrange contact center activity and perform-
ance statistics on-screen. The displays, including
current status reports, can be tailored to how
each supervisor likes to work.”

The Web Advantage
“We believe Symposium WebResponse Server
will benefit us,” says Pees. “The new system
will allow us to route electronic queries to the
right agents, just like phone calls, and then
monitor the status of reservations, refunds and
other follow-up issues that can be efficiently
handled via e-mail.”

Expand the Operation
Says Robin Schleien: “Our next step is to offer
the same Client Care Network service to other
customers. The Symposium solution makes it
easy to offer dedicated service backed by appro-
priate skillsets while providing the economies
of a consolidated contact center operation.”



The Results
Since Symposium Call Center 
Server was introduced, customer 
satisfaction has risen as each call is
answered quickly by the agent best
suited to handle it. The average time
for each telephone transaction has
been cut almost in half. 

According to Robin Schleien,
President of CWT North America
and Global COO for Digital Business,
the company is well on track to
improve customer service further.
“We currently receive more than
20,000 calls a week,” he explains.
“Even so, the call volume is under
control, and we are well above our
target on responsiveness after the
first three months. As for quality 
of service, reported customer issues
are down significantly. We’re already
very close to where we want to be.”

Agents are deriving greater job 
satisfaction, now that they receive
calls that best match their skillsets.
Contact center administration has
also become easier. Managers rely 
on Symposium Call Center Server’s
easy-to-use Windows-based interface
and realtime reporting capabilities to
monitor performance and to adjust
skillsets and staffing levels according
to changing needs. The system’s
management tools accurately track
the level of support provided by 
telephone, making it easier to plan
staffing levels in peak periods and to
forecast human resources needs.

Schleien says the Symposium 
system’s flexibility and broad net-
working properties are important 
to CWT’s future plans, as the
Ottawa location is linked with 
additional CWT contact centers.
The company is in the process of
creating a continent-wide Client
Care Network, connecting the
Canadian centers with others across
the U.S. This virtual service network
will intelligently flow excess traffic 

from call center to call center. As 
a result, CWT will be better able 
to handle unexpected increases in 
call volumes – for example, during 
travel-related emergencies such as
airline strikes or inclement weather. 

With the proven success of its dedi-
cated call center, CWT now plans to
offer a similar service to other large
corporate clients. Like its major
client, CWT likes to think big. 
“As a network solutions company,
Nortel Networks takes a holistic
approach to meeting business 
challenges, understanding the big 
picture,” says Schleien. “That’s 
also very important for CWT. The
Symposium solution has given us 
a strong technology platform from
which to network resources and
overcome training hurdles as we’ve
worked to get this contact center up
and running. For Nortel Networks,
one of the challenges of making
multi-billion-dollar acquisitions is 
to get people working together as
quickly as possible. Together, we’re
meeting that challenge.”

Carlson Wagonlit Travel
Carlson Wagonlit Travel is a global leader in
business travel management. Co-owned by 
Accor Group of France and Minneapolis-
based Carlson Companies, Inc., the CWT
network was formed through a merger of the
business travel operations of Carlson and
Wagonlit, which was completed in January
1997. Today the company has offices in more
than 140 countries and generates more than 
US$11 billion annually.

CWT and Nortel Networks 
In a series of strategic acquisitions, Nortel
Networks has undergone an unprecedented
period of expansion, with each new merger
adding many more professionals who need to
travel around the globe. 

CWT had been handling the Canadian
travel needs of Nortel Networks when it won
all of the company’s U.S., Caribbean, Latin
American, European, Middle Eastern and
African business. To deal with the travel needs
of more than 50,000 employees, totaling some
$600 million a year, CWT set up a dedicated
contact center in Ottawa covering all of its
client’s operations in the Western Hemisphere. 

On implementation, call volumes proved
to be almost 60% higher than anticipated,
due to the rapid growth of Nortel Networks.
A staff of 275 handles some 20,000 calls a
week from Nortel Networks travelers at the
Ottawa contact center.
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In the U.S.: 
Nortel Networks 
2375A North Glenville 
Richardson, TX 75082 
USA 
Telephone: 1-800-4 NORTEL 

Or: 
Nortel Networks 
2305 Mission College Boulevard 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
USA 
Telephone: 1-800-4 NORTEL 

In Canada: 
Nortel Networks 
8200 Dixie Road, Suite 100 
Brampton, ON L6T 5P6 
Canada 
Telephone: 1-800-4 NORTEL 

In the Caribbean 
and Latin America: 
Nortel Networks 
1500 Concord Terrace 
Sunrise, FL 33323 
USA 
Telephone: (954) 851-8000 

In Europe: 
Nortel Networks 
Maidenhead Office Park 
Westacott Way 
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 3QH 
England 
Telephone: (44) (1628) 432000 

In Asia: 
Nortel Networks 
34th Floor, Central Plaza 
18 Harbour Road, Wanchai 
Hong Kong 
Telephone: (852) (2) 585-2888 


